Professional constituency with an interest in providing those s means that policies have failed. When this happens, the gulf b science and politics widens irreparably.
The fact that we find it easy to discredit interventions th, merely deliver Services, but difficult to find scientifically v Solutions to chronic social problems, may mean that we have got sophisticated in using the rhetoric of social science to justif Intervention. Until the "solutions" come along, we may simply : do a better Job of delivering Services. Rather than arguing th large-scale social interventions will result in solutions to ch: Problems, we may want to say that, while we are working on the Problems, we intend to see that some number of disadvantaged yoi people get access to Jobs, training, and education. If we fail more ambitious task of finding scientif ically valid solutions, < at least succeeded in delivering Services and at creating a con committed to search for the solutions.
In practical terms, researchers and policy makers alike sho moderate their use of social science rhetoric to justify social vention. Finding out what works, in the scientific sense, requ long-term Investment in practical knowledge äs well äs research that investment is not possible, then we should not expect to f solutions to chronic social problems. In the meantime, merely delivering Services may be the best we can do.
Political and Organizational Correlates
Laurence Lynn (1981b) , in his book Managing the Public8s Bu argues that the alleged failures of public management are äs mu< result of poorly framed policies äs they are of incompetent adm tors. The initial conditions set for public servants often maki success unlikely. There is probably no better Illustration of argument than YEDPA. DOL was given four new youth programs to : ment. It was directed to expand two existing programs dramatic, and it was given a large amount of discretionary money to find ( works for disadvantaged youths—all with a 1-year authorization programs were reauthorized in 1978, but by that time the Carter administration had launched the Vice President's Task Force on ' Employment, with instructions to produce a new youth employment by the following year. The pressure mounted within the adminis to produce results that simply were not there. By 1980, äs the research and demonstration agenda was beginning to produce resu presidential election brought a reversal of the mandate under wl YEDPA was launched. Each of these events can be explained by tl of electoral politics. Electoral politics is what makes policy possible. But, against this background, it should surprise no < the results of YEDPA knowledge development feil short of expect.
In a practical sense, there was little anyone in DOL could < control the volume or the pace of the political demands they we] operating under. No Sectretary of Labor in his right mind woul< the leading members of the U.S. Senate on both sides of the ais:

